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The Legs of the Universe 
 
…… 
 
In that period I had an experience of a totally different kind, not related to anything 

happening here on earth – it seemed. It took place in Vries in my parental house. Since I still 
played table tennis and volleyball in my old village, I often travelled to and fro to Vries and 
back to Groningen which was only 20 kilometers – usually I biked. At that time I played at a 
relatively high level so I had to train a lot and sometimes I did sports five times a week. Also, 
to rehearse with my band Hemisphere I had to return to Vries every Saturday, but I was 
already there anyway due to the table tennis on Friday evenings. So I slept again in my old 
bedroom in Vries, with the old pictures still on the wall, pictures of animals and pictures of 
pop musicians like Ann and Nancy Wilson of Heart, Stevie Nicks of Fleetwood Mac, Kate 
Bush and the guys from Rush. 

I cannot tell if what I had was a dream or a vision or something in between. These 
phenomena in the subtler worlds cannot always be clearly distinguished from one another. 
Anyhow, if it happened while I was ‘officially’ asleep it was far from being a normal dream. 
It didn’t look like it at all. I had dreamt enough to say that in all certainty it was not a dream. 
There were no events following one after the other. There were no persons. There was no 
time, it seemed. Something was Shown to me instead. There was a certain Constellation in the 
Universe. Two endless ‘somethings’ were shown to me that had a very long, limitlessly long, 
‘form’, although they didn’t have a real form, in fact. It was as if something – these two long 
‘somethings’ – was Shown that was Always There but in normal daily life we didn’t get to 
see, since it was hidden from us. It was a deeper form or blueprint or matrix of the same 
reality as this one here but then its Basis, its rudimentary Original, not embellished or made 
ugly or in any way distorted by the endless variety of deluding forms here on earth. 

And Somewhere, in this Constellation, ‘I’ existed, ‘I’ without form. And this ‘I’ was 
Pulled or Urged, Drawn or Forced, to Go in between these two endlessly long ‘somethings’. 
The Nature of the Universe, the Nature of Being, Imposed this on ‘Me’ Beyond supposed free 
will, certainly. Beyond what I could possibly want or resist. The latter, wanting or resisting, 
was totally irrelevant. Even Non-existent. ‘I’ Had to Go there. And ‘I’ Went. The option of 
‘just watching’ was not Realistic somehow. ‘I’ was Endlessly Drawn into the Space between 
these two ‘somethings’. There was truly no end to it. It was not so that ‘I’ was endlessly small 
compared to these huge long shaped things in the Universe. ‘I’ had no form and was Endless 
Myself and ‘I’ Had to Go in between these two invisible subtle forms – invisible, albeit with 
‘my’ Eye ‘I’ could easily See them during this vision, transparent as they were. ‘I’ could See 
straight through them and See what was ‘behind’ them and what was in principle not different 
from them. ‘I’ was some kind of an indefinable Power or Force that Had to Go into the 
Universe. This Universe was One as Two somehow. ‘I’ Made it One – again, and from the 
Beginning – by Going into and in between the Two, by Reconnecting Them. ‘I’ Was the 
(Re-)Connection. ‘I’ Was What Kept the whole Universe Together. 
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At the same ‘time’ it seemed ‘I’ would never succeed as there was no end to them, to 
these Two. But then again, there was no failure either. There was just this Process Going on, a 
Process without end, a Process without goal, without sense. The process of ‘Me’ ‘Going into’ 
– albeit from the Beginning not being separate from – the Universe, Penetrating it, with no 
form, with Only Myself, the Formless. There didn’t exist any right or wrong, anything 
possibly good in what happened or possibly bad. It just happened. This Process was all there 
was: Me, One, Going into the Two – strange, paradoxical or even superfluous as it seemed, 
for ‘simultaneously’ these Two Were Always Already (Integral, Indissoluble) Part of the One. 

It was only many years later, already after Realization of Reality happened here, that I 
could identify these two ‘somethings’ as two Legs, Endless Universal Legs in between which 
‘I’ Had to Go. ‘I’, as Man, as the One, Had to Penetrate Woman, She, the Universe as the 
Two, as Duality. I had to Find ‘my’ Way in between the Two, The Legs of the Universe that 
would eventually take shape in a human female body as two ovaries, through which the 
human universe would be reproduced, if Man fertilized the egg, the matrix of the form. 

Things must not be turned upside down: Seeing the more than symbolic comparison, 
the Sameness, it’s not being said that I ‘just’ would have to penetrate one or more earthly 
woman-bodies, female forms – or even ‘limitlessly’ – and then My Drive as Man that I Saw 
in this vision at night would be accomplished, fulfilled, would be successful. What on a 
deeper level – on the Deepest Level – Needs to Happen, will take a form, Its Own Form, in 
the denser levels of existence, in the world of form – not the other way round. If I would be 
and stay Faithful to the Deeper Forces ‘My’ Work could be done in the way It Should Be 
Done as viewed from the Deepest perspective, in Truth. If I would mistake the – inherently 
Female – Form(s) as my work – that is, if I would restrict myself to penetrate the forms, as 
my father had done without being Conscious of What he was doing – I would fail, ‘my’ Work 
could not happen.  

This didn’t mean I should overlook or disregard the physical aspect as ultimately 
irrelevant. That attitude would screw up ‘my’ Work just as much. Rather, it was My Work to 
‘Prove’, to Show – Only by Being Me, Being Man, which is a hell of an Ordeal in this Female 
world of Form – that the Formless and the Form Are the Same in the End. This could not 
work out at all when disregarding or discarding either side of the coin, be it the Formless or 
the Form, if I would, even in the slightest or subtlest way, choose one of them, be it the One 
or the many, the many-formed Form. The Father chose the many. And the Son? Would the 
Two-Legged Universe delude him too? Could the One be deluded, truly? Could Woman – or 
the Earth – ever really bear it to be Penetrated by the Formless One instead of being 
penetrated by Herself, by Form, by male forms? 

Although I was not into it – sex – it seemed that sooner or later ‘I’ had to ‘sacrifice’ 
myself to it, in order to get to Know it, to get to Know Woman in Fact, to Understand the 
Universe from Within, in the most direct way. 

What a huge ‘amount’ of Unconsciousness I had to Pierce through. What a mountain. 
What an earth. What dust. What mud. What fog. What a Woman. 

Nevertheless, the vision I was shown made ‘Man and Woman’, Duality, much more 
and easier understandable later. The blueprint in me had happened and couldn’t be undone 
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any more. But later, indeed: For a decade still the vision didn’t manage to make my 
understanding of Woman come up from level zero. 

Summing up my experiences with girls up to then, it might already look like quite 
something – and, true, some boys had none at the age of twenty. Still, one closer physical 
meeting with a girl per year since I was 16 was not really very much, certainly not 
considering the ‘amount’ of love that was burning in ‘me’, the depth of love in or as Me that 
needed content to become aware of itself and to manifest itself as such, as Love. One kiss 
event with a girl per year had to still my drive, my hunger for (manifesting) love. In that sense 
they were long years after I had received my yearly kiss. My love for Woman was so big that 
this was, in a way, an absurd situation. And yet it had to be that way. The boys who couldn’t 
find this love in themselves, but merely hunger, should be the ones who were received 
physically by girls. This was part of Girl’s Law. I couldn’t change this – not without first 
Meeting and Manifesting the Man in ‘me’. Something in the Girl, her lower part, was 
distracted by, and attracted to, a Wouter, when she looked on a picture with both of us on it – 
no matter that ‘Man’ didn’t Manifest in Wouter either. 

I had to learn, in all humility – or, otherwise, in becoming humbled by it – that the 
Resistance of Woman to Man, to Really Allowing (Her Love for) Man, to Really Allowing 
His Love, His Total Embrace of Her, was incredibly big, so fucking huge that it was only 
good that I gradually came to learn about this, gradually felt this Resistance more and more 
Deeply. Otherwise it might have been too demotivating, too much to bear at once for a young 
sensitive Heart. 

 
…… 


